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Abstract: The writing to the paper entitled ―Analysis of environmental data using pattern mining techniques‖ is aimed at studying a

pattern mining techniques that determine to convert enlarged data from high dimensional space to a lesser dimensional space to
improve performance measurement, those attributes determine the quality of environment more suitable for agriculture using the
unsupervised learning algorithm. This paper includes the different data mining techniques to diminish the dimensionality of
dataset and environment dataset. The four techniques involve in this paper namely Apriori, K-Means Clustering, Frequent Pattern
Tree and PCA algorithms used in environmental dataset. The dataset contains record of 543 columns and 12 rows, observations
were acquired by estimating the variables of this time and frequent domain from pattern evaluated.
Keywords: K-means Clustering, Apriori Algorithm, Frequent Pattern Tree (FTP), Principle Component analysis (PCA).
elaborate the debate including analysis of the relationship
I. INTRODUCTION
between other commonly used methods with the
visualization method.
Data mining used to process the valid data and extract the
information from interesting patterns or non-trivial and
Dr.Sankar Rajagopal [8] Uses clustering segmentation
implicit. The data mining called as knowledge extraction,
analysis methods as one of the most momentous methods. It
data dredging, business intelligence, pattern analysis, data
is used in student‘s promotion methodology driven studies
archaeology, knowledge discovery database, informative
using statistical methodologies of statistics neural network
harvesting and data analysis. The database handles the large
genetic algorithm (GA). Janardan, Shikha Mehta[9]
amount of data and some of the data are hidden in database
enhancing drift detection methods. These methods uses
because data mining access the known data or relevant data
algorithm for classification of streaming data, the massive
in database. This kind of data used in real world application
amount of data is being generated on diverse applications
like population study, banking, sales, finance, production,
across the internet in every 60 seconds.
employment etc. Information is retrieved using data mining
TB. Ai Munandar, Harsiti, Roy Amrullah Ritonga[10] In
tool and Finally visualizes the data as discovered
their proposed system, C4.5 classification method is used to
knowledge.
learn and analyze the statistical data. Also Decision tree
algorithm is used to analyze the testing phase to develop the
Data mining is the most valuable and widely to exp
functionality of the system.
lain the process and analysis of large quantity of data to
Victoria Kayser,Knut Blind [13], One of the text mining
acquire novel, potentially useful & intelligent patterns from
methods can be seen as disciplined of improving insight
the database, have way or record known in fort, but cannot
methods. This technology diffuses user reception, combines
tackle the uncertainties of the fueled due to lack of look to
road mapping and text mining to extend internal views.
use this known inform. DM (knowledge discovery from
data) extracts useful patterns or knowledge from huge
Said Nawar, Abdul M.Mouazen[14] Proposes Multivariate
amount of data.
Adaptive Regression Spine (MARS) methods for the
mainstream of categorization of data sets scales with used
Data analysis & decision support
the attributes of Lowest model performance. Paresh
1. Market analysis & management
tenna[15] Apriori Algorithm and Association rule mining is
2. Risk analysis & management
becomes one of the significant responsibilities for this
3. Fraud detection & decision of unusual patterns
concept, the aim of the work to analyze the existing work
(outlines)
for frequent pattern mining and evaluate the performance by
comparing the Apriori algorithms to find out the candidate
generation and tree pruning.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In order of give a literature survey, searched for
publications on HAR in view of wearable accelerometers.
The information analyzed were Ankit Soni, NeesJan van
Eck, Uzay Kaymak [5] One of the classification methods
Data Visualization used for visualize textual data is the
concept map. Data mining techniques using concept maps
are often used in acquaintance domain apparition to
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Gessica G.Burke[16] Proposes concept map process is to
using traditionally involves six types of steps: preparation,
generation, structuring, representation, interpretation and
utilization. Chaman lal[17] Proposes that method principle
component analysis is using synthetic data and real health
datasets from UCI repository, the prediction model that have
both a better fit and reduce number of attribute then those
produced by using standard logistic regression alone.
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III.

The data are separated into pond, field and forest data. Data
are collected at these sites using HOBO U30 data loggers
equipped with sensors monitoring soil moisture, soil
temperature, air temperature and relative humidity. Data are
collected
hourly and downloaded
monthly.
In
the environment there are different interactions between
animals, plants, soil, water, and other living and non-living
things. The dataset contains record of 743 columns and 12
rows, observations were acquired by estimating the
variables of this time and frequent domain from pattern
evaluated.

FREQUENT PATTERN TREE

FP Tree is an efficient and scalable methods for data mining
and complete set of frequent patterns by pattern growth,
using an extended tree structure for storing compressed and
set of information about frequent pattern names and tree
structure. This section presents a comprehensive survey,
helps to find frequent itemsets from huge amount of
datasets.
FP Tree approach combines tree based pattern for
compressed representation of the database more tree
structure and efficient counting. The tree is used to represent
the conditional data types are transaction data type format,
the transaction is T and Ti. The FP tree is based on prefix
based tree format, the itemset of the nodes that are created
and support of the itemset that are the path from the node
defined by the root u. the FP Tree is used for effective
memory management
IV.

VI.
i.

PROPOSED WORK

The environmental dataset to start with scanning the
database for every frequent item sets transaction. Although
to generate the candidate itemsets singletons, pair, triple etc.
And also count the number of frequent itemsets. After
applying the minimum threshold value for candidate
itemsets (C1) table. To find the frequent itemsets (L1), like
this process going on when the candidate itemsets equal to
1, For example here I taken minimum threshold value = 0.01

DATA DESCRIPTION
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Apriori Algorithm

Even though the Aprioi algorithm based on candidate
generation it is simple and efficient but it requires multiple
passes over the database which leads to spent high running
time and results in increased cost and waste of time. It spent
more time for searching in the database and performing
transactions for frequent itemsets. Apriori is inefficient in
terms of memory requirement when large numbers of
transactions are in consideration. The frequent itemset one
to be used for two itemset candidate generation by join
operation. The same procedure will be repeated till find kfrequent itemset generation. Aprioi algorithm in
environmental dataset, to detect the attribute more suitable
for agriculture and to find the quality of the environment.

The overview of the proposed work explains the
environmental dataset contains 12 attributes, using the
mention algorithms, to choose the perfect features for
agricultural attributes to determine the quality of
environment more suitable for agriculture. In this paper,
briefly described the proposed strategy for how, the four
algorithm cluster and different pattern mining are Apriori,
k - means, frequent pattern mining, principle component
analysis, the main contributions of this chapter have been
discussed the proposed four stage of the pattern mining of
following chapter.

It includes physical, chemical and other natural forces.
living things live in their environment. They constantly
interact with it and adapt themselves to the environment
condition. In the environment there are different interactions
between field soil, field air, field rh, field soil wc, forest soil,
forest air, forest rh, forest soil wc, and other living and nonliving things. The dataset contains record of observations
were acquired by estimating the variables of this time and
frequent domain from pattern evaluated. The Environmental
Datasets represent measurements taken in 3 distinct
environmental settings at the University of Toronto
Mississauga campus.

METHODS

Apriori algorithm is a unsupervised learning algorithm that
is widely used in data mining. Apriori works by generating
associations rules between itemsets. It is widely used in
market basket analysis and understanding the customer
buying behavior. Apriori algorithm is easy to implement but
also it‘s computationally expensive. The candidate one
itemset generation based on the procedure that during the
first scanning of the database count of each item and which
will be updated in the column support count. To find
frequent one item set, Compare support count of each item
in candidate itemset with user defined minimum threshold,
not satisfying items to be removed.

The proposed works analysis the attributes to determine the
quality of environment dataset to find their suitability for
agriculture. The dataset was collected from Environmental
(EDS) database. Those agriculture data and their associated
data expression signatures in environmental dataset, are
studied and analyzed using the following algorithms,
 Apriori method
 K-means clustering
 Frequent Pattern Mining
 Principle Component Analysis (PCA).

V.
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•
•
•
•


Apriori Algorithm determine itemsets in Environmental
dataset
Apriori algorithm scans the entire dataset in every iteration
to calculate the support of each itemset
In this algorithm frequently obtained itemset at a time by
frequent mining subsets and scan the transaction database
from the attributes
In the environment dataset 4 itemset are extracted when
used with Apriori algorithm
Forest_soil_wc
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Pond_air_temp_c
Pond_rh_wc
Pond_soil_wc
In this frequently obtained attributes are Forest soil wc and
Pond air temp c

Fig 1: Apriori Algorithm Column Chart
The top most rule shows us that
Forest_soil_wc,
Pond_air_temp_c,
Pond_soil_wc these attributes to determine
environment dataset to find the suitable
agriculture land.
ii.

attribute are
Pond_rh_wc,
the quality of
attribute for

K-Means Clustering

K – Means clustering algorithm is used to find the
minimum distance between cluster and dataset. To analyze
the complete dataset and used to find the centroid value.
And also calculate Euclidean distance between two centroid.
Based upon the threshold value and it can be divided into
number of cluster. Each Cluster split over the datasets and
relationship with centroid value. Centroid is distance
between one cluster to another cluster values. The working
process of k-means cluster for given below example. Here I
taken number of cluster = 4.
Euclidean distance formula,

In the 8 attribute only 2 attributes are repeated in the clusters
that are Filed_soil and Field _air from the attributes and the
number of cluster is 4.







Consider the setoff normalized the marks ranges from
0 to 1 scored by the 100 student in the class for
particular subject.
Each mark is treated as the vector with 1-D there is the
need to classify the collected marks into 4 groups for
allocating 4 grades.
Classify the marks & identify the grades for the
individual marks using the initialize 2 centroid.
Find the mean of the marks collected in the particular
grades say ‗1‘.
This is treated as the centroid corresponding to the
grades 1 used for the next iteration.
This process is repeated to compute the new sets of
centroid corresponding to the individual grade

√((x1-y1)² + (x2-y2)²
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ŋ – Dimensional vector, need to classify the vector
into ‗k‘ category
The centroid to the smallest distance is treated as
the identified group.
Table: Environmental dataset using k—means
clustering
In the 8 attribute only 2 attributes are repeated in
the clusters that is Filed_soil and Field _air from
the give number of clusters = 4

Fig 2: Environmental dataset using k—means clustering

Fig 3 & 4: K-Means Column Chart
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iii.

The given number of clusters is 4.
From the 12 attribute only 2 attributes are repeated
in the clusters that is Filed_ soil_wc and Field _air
Forest_rh, field_rh and field_soil_wc is in Cluster1.
Forest_soil_temp_c is in Cluster 2.
The attribute Field_rh , Field _soil_wc and
forest_rh are in the cluster 3.
In cluster 4, Field _air_temp_c attribute is present.

•

•

predictions, the analysis of expression data, and many
more. The sheer size of data in the modern age is not
only a challenge for computer hardware but also a main
bottleneck for the performance of many machine
learning algorithms. The main goal of a PCA analysis is
to identify patterns in data; PCA aims to detect the
correlation between variables.

Frequent Pattern Tree

The frequent pattern mining algorithm defined as follows.
It is a text file, where each line represents a frequent
itemset. On each line, the items of the itemset are first
listed. Each item is represented by an integer and it is
followed by a single space. After, all the items, the
keyword "#SUP:" appears, which is followed by an integer
indicating the support of the itemset, expressed as a
number of transactions. The first line indicates the
frequent itemset consisting of the item 1 and it indicates
that this itemset has a support of 3 transactions.
•
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Fig 6: Principle component analysis algorithm

FP Tree is an efficient and scalable method for complete
set of frequent patterns by pattern growth using extended
tree structure in environmental dataset

 The number of timestamps is 542.

The environmental data is used to represent the conditional
data types are transaction data type format, the transaction
is T and Ti.

 98.59% of the variance is explained by the first 2 PCs

As per FP tree we used 12 attributes, finally we obtained
1 attribute frequently, that is
 Field_soil_WC,

 The number of stocks is 8.

[542 rows x 2 columns] Factor 1 factor 2
Table 1: PCA

Attributes Names
field_air_temp_c
field_rh
field_soil_wc
forest_soil_temp_c
forest_air_temp_c
forest_rh
forest_soil_wc

Factor 1
0.03209
0.168229
0.794569
0.000267
0.002895
0.120914
0.569825

Factor 2
0.097145
0.620055
0.258494
0.000436
0.062263
0.375092
0.628253

Fig 5: FP – Tree
Environmental dataset is the difference in the usage of
the variable name in the transaction process. From
transactions, only the number of rows (transactions) and
cols (items) are printed. The result of fig 5(data) and
item Frequency Plot (data, support = 0.1)
Fig 7: PCA 3 D Area Chart Pca1 and pca2
Principle Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a simple yet
popular and useful linear transformation technique that is
used in numerous applications, such as stock market
RES Publication © 2012
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The Fig 7 shows that attributes can be explained by the
first principal component alone. The second, third, fourth
and fifth attributes share almost equal amount of
information. Comparatively 4th and 5th attribute share
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less amount of information as compared to the rest of the
Principal components.
Table 2: Result of Apriori, K-Means Clustering, Frequent Pattern Tree And Pca Algorithms

Attribu
te

Field
Soil

Field
Air

Field
Rh

Field
Soil
wc

Forest
soil
temp

Forest
air
temp

Apriori

Forest
soil
wc

Pond Pond
rh wc soil
wc

Forest
soil
wc

Pond
air
temp
c

Kmeans

Field
soil
wc

Pond
air
temp
c
Field
air

Field
soil
Wc

Field
air

FPTree

Field rh

Field
soil wc

Field
soil
wc

Field
soil wc

Field
rh

PCA

Field
soil
Wc

Field
air

Field
_rh

Field
soil
wc

Forest
air
temp

Forest
rh

Fore
st
soil
wc

Pond
soil

Field
air

Field
soil

Fiel
d air

Field
soil wc

Field_
rh

Forest
soil
temp

Pond
air

Pond rh

Pond
soil_wc

Field
rh

Field
air

Field rh

Table 3: Comparison Result Table for Four Methods

S. No

VII.

Methods Name

1

Apriori Algorithm

2

K – Means Algorithm

3

FP – Tree Algorithm

4

PCA - Algorithm

Repeated Attributes
Forest soil wc
Pond air temp c
Field soil wc
Field air
Field soil wc
Field air
Field rh
Field soil wc
Forest soil temp c
Field soil temp c

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper discusses about the land the attribute determine
the quality of environment more suitable for agriculture, this
work explains the environmental dataset contains 12
attributes, using the above mention algorithms to choose the
perfect features for agriculture to determine the quality of
environment more suitable for agriculture.
The proposed work can also be extended to analyze the soil
and other factors for the crop and to increase the crop
production under the different climatic conditions
RES Publication © 2012
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Comparison Result for Four Methods

Field soil wc
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